Friday 29th January 2021
Dear Parents/Carers,
And so we come to the end of week 4. It remains a difficult time – and I am
sure from the perspective of parents at home there are many difficult
moments. However, you and the majority of your children are still working
hard and we really appreciate all that you are doing.
The week started in the most exciting way with a thin layer of snow on the
ground and this provided lots of opportunities for learning for Reception and
Nursery. I hope that you also took advantage of what has become quite
unusual weather for us in London and at least managed to spend a bit of
time enjoying the white stuff.

More pictures will follow, but I think this photo encapsulates the fun had by
lots of children. This is Eissa in Willow Nursery Class who was (reports Duncan)
totally enthralled by the snow. Although he spent much of the day expressing
how cold it was, all he wanted to do was stay out in the playground, throw
snow and collect ice!
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School News
Adrian Greaves
The sad news for us is that today will be Adrian’s last day
working at Avondale Park School and St Anne’s Nursery. The
good news for him is that he has a similar job in a school much
nearer to where he lives in Luton – so he will now be able to
have a bit of a lie-in in the mornings!
Adrian has been at Avondale for almost 20 years, working as
the Site Assistant- and in that time, he has become an important member of
our school playing his part in keeping our site safe and clean. He lived in the
school flat for a number of years, so for some time he was also an integral
member of the local community. Many children and their parents will have
known Adrian over the years and I am certain you will want to join with me in
wishing him lots of luck in his new job. Farewell Adrian – come back and visit
soon!
Teachers phone calls to Parents
A message went out on ParentMail this week explaining that teachers would
be phoning all parents in their class between now and half term to have a
short discussion about their child’s learning and about their emotional health
and wellbeing. We have since heard that learning at home will be continuing
at least until 8th March, so hopefully this phone call will be timely.

Mental Health Week 2021
Next week (1st -7th February) is National Mental Health Week for children with
the following aims (appropriate to age of child):
 that children gain an understanding of what we mean by mental
health
 that children develop understanding of how we can keep our minds
healthy
 that children understand that mental health is as important as physical
health for everyone
We are planning a specific focus for each day for those children at home
and at school. We are attaching a copy of suggested activities, but there is a
broad focus for each day:
 Move it Monday
 Talk about it Tuesday
 Wellbeing Wednesday
 Thankful Thursday
 Feel-good Friday
We look forward to hearing what everyone has been up to next week, linked
to this focus.
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Home schooling
Please keep going with all that you are doing!

School closure and remote learning
Thank you once again to all parents who are working so hard at home in
supporting their children in their home schooling.
Zoom Etiquette.
I attach our Zoom Etiquette just to remind parents of our expectations. Please
ensure that your children are up, appropriately dressed (not in pyjamas) and
focused on the Zoom Call – not talking to siblings, watching TV (!) or playing
on a PlayStation (!)
If any parents are still having any difficulties, please email the teachers’ year
group email:
receptionteachers@apsafederation.com
y1teachers@apsafederation.com
y2teachers@apsafederation.com
y3teachers@apsafederation.com
y4teachers@apsafederation.com
y5teachers@apsafederation.com
y6teachers@apsafederation.com

Over the last few weeks, we have had some tips from our teachers and some
tips from the RBKC Behaviour Intervention Team. In speaking with a parent this
week, I realised that the real experts here are you! If you have any tips for
other parents, please email them in to the usual address. A couple of pointers
I received this week when speaking to parents are on the following page. If
you have any of your own, please send them in:
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Parents’ Top Tips

At first I felt I needed to ‘do ‘my
child’s work with her. Now I
realise it is important to allow
her to be more independent. It is
good for us both! (Y4)

I have realised that getting to
the Zoom meeting each day
really helps – even if we are
busy as we always have
advice (Y2 and Y6)

Regular breaks – between
each activity are good. I
now know that my son can’t
really concentrate for
longer than 40 minutes and
if I ask him to, it is worse for
both of us (Y3)

It is better now that we get
up as normal for school and
get dressed and have
breakfast so it is like a school
day. The children sense the
routine (Y1 and Y5)

News from the schools
St Anne’s Nursery
As we mentioned already, planned learning was amended on Monday to
take advantage of the smattering of snow on the ground. "What an amazing
way to start the week!” says Raquel.
Children in nursery had the opportunity to explore the snow that had fallen
over the playground at the weekend. It triggered endless conversations and
brought lots joy to both children and adults. There is not a better way to learn
about the weather than with a hands-on experience"
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Avondale Park School
Avondale Park School is closed to all children apart from those of key workers
and those deemed ‘vulnerable’. We have some excellent examples of
learning selected from children at school and at home. Much is also
published on Twitter - please praise your child if their work has been chosen.
Reception children in school

On Sunday it snowed all day and on Monday there was some
left for us to play with here at school. It felt like we were
in the Polar Habitat! Look at all the things we explored
below…
We noticed some animals footprints in the snow that we
think could have been a pigeon, or another type of bird. We
even saw fox footprints! We had lots of fun sledging and
building our muscles by pulling our friends around. Some of us
saw some 2D shapes in the ice! We even had a go at building
snow castle with the buckets and spades. 
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Year 1
In our English units in Year 1 we draw text or story maps. These remind us of all
the parts of the text that we are planning to include in our writing, so that we
don't forget anything. Here are some brilliant examples of text and story maps
from Mason, Rayan, and Luca Blu!
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Year 1 have been inspired when learning about the continents in geography.
We have been very impressed to see photos of
Rayan, Serdar and Salma's
work. Salma has even been
sharing interesting geography

facts on our zoom calls!

Year 2
Year 2 have been learning about the world’s
5 oceans. This week we found out about the
different layers of the ocean. Then we made
incredible
posters to
showcase
our
learning.
Katie and
Phoebe
were
wowed by
our excellent knowledge and
understanding- we are ocean experts now!
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Year 3
As part of their unit on Persuasive Writing Year 3 are
studying the book ‘The Day the Crayons Quit’ by
Oliver Jeffers. Anita wrote her predictions about the
end of the story.
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Michael’s Year 3 English group has been learning about instruction writing.
Jenna designed some magic shoes that can teleport to other countries, and
gave instructions on how to make them.

Year 4
In Maths, Year 4 have been studying time. We have looked at telling the time
on both digital and analogue clocks, understanding 12 and 24 hour times
and converting between different units of time. Please look at this learning by
Sdra, Manolya and Camilia where we were converting between days, weeks,
months and years!
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Year 5.
This week in year 5, we have been looking at our local history. In English, we
have continued to look at the story of Oliver Twist by Charles Dickens, which
was based in London during the Victorian era. We have been developing our
knowledge of what it was like during these times and using expanded noun
phases, personification and new vocabulary to describe the setting of the
workhouse that Oliver lived in.
During IPC, we researched how Shepherds Bush has changed, going back as
far as the Second World War. We learnt so many interesting new facts. We
have also replicated famous historical buildings in London and researched
their history.

In another task, we designed a futuristic car. The
chosen learning this week was by Mariam (star of the
week), Maymona, Shakur, Vincent and Miguel. Year 5
have really enjoyed our project
focus this week and this has been
evident in the high quality
learning that has been sent in.
Well done everyone!
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Year 6
In our science lessons, we have been looking at evolution and fossils. Year 6
were set the challenge to design or make their own fossil.
Maryam designed this shell fossil and then made it from a mix of air-dry clay
and play-doh. She sculpted the shape herself without using a mould. Very
impressive!
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We also continued our Bake Off
challenge, and Monsef (with a little
help from his mum) sent in this show
stopper. It is one of the most beautiful
cakes we have ever seen! Well done
Monsef.

Class
Nursery

Kripali’s R

Stephanie’s
R

Name
Well done Willow room we love your dry dessert and all your
learning about the different types of weather and seasons.
You have learnt so much already, keep up all of the hard
work.
EESA- For showing a great attitude towards his learning whilst
a home. He has become confident in using his phonics
strategies to read and write words and sentences - Well done
Eesa!
KAINE- For being a great role-model in our class this week. He
is enthusiastic with learning, always tidies up and is eager to
follow our classroom rules. It's a pleasure to have you with us,
Kaine. Well done and keep it up.
ROHAN - For joining in on our zoom calls regularly and working
hard on the learning we have set for you at home. You are
doing lots of learning on Seesaw and we love seeing it. Well
done, Rohan and keep it up! From Stephanie, Caroline, Tris
and Maia
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Laura’s
Year 1

NEYO- For returning to school with a great attitude to learning.
You concentrated really well in maths yesterday and
completed the activities so quickly and carefully. We are very
impressed!
Alexa’s Y1
CHRISTINE- Amazing home learning this week! You are
completing every task to a high standard and responding
thoughtfully to all feedback- making improvements and
completing extra challenges. You are a star- we are so proud
of you!
Katie’s Y2
ANALISE- For outstanding learning in all areas of the
curriculum. This week you have wowed us with your incredible
story writing, excellent problem solving in Maths and superb
Geography skills. We are so proud of you!
Phoebe’s
GEORGIA–For working exceptionally hard on all of her learning
Y2
whilst being at home and doing a fantastic job at learning her
common exception word spelling. She is enthusiastic and
tackling every challenge with a huge smile! Keep being
amazing.
Pippa’s Y3
ZAKARIA- He is always an enthusiastic and respectful learner,
and this has been demonstrated in school, with his learning
from home and in our zooms too this week. I enjoy seeing how
he likes to extend himself and responds to feedback. Zakaria you have an excellent attitude to your learning. Well done!
Joy’s Y3
OSCAR – He has focussed really well in school, particularly with
his early work. He has also shown us his fantastic knowledge of
times tables during our maths lessons on multiplication and
arrays this week.
Emma’s Y4
TAITUM-LI-Taitum-Li has been super hard-working, imaginative
and creative during her home schooling. She has been
sending in handwritten stories, audio stories, extra learning, as
well as her school learning. She has continued to focus and
work hard in every situation. Well done!
Daisy’s Y4
MASON - Throughout the enforced closure of the school,
Mason has been positive and enthusiastic. He always comes
to school with a smile on his face and really engages himself
in all learning. Mason embraces a challenge and is keen to
get to an answer. Despite occasionally not coming to a
correct answer in the first instance, he shows great resilience
and determination. When feedback is given, he is able to use
this to celebrate his achievements, make corrections to his
learning and think of improvements. Well done Mason!
Francesca’s MARIAM- For giving 100% effort at all times. You have worked
Y5
incredibly hard since the start of the term and this is evident in
the high-quality learning you consistently produce. You have
blown me away with your dedication and resilience. Well
done Mariam!
Becksy’s Y5 SUMAYA-Well done for producing lots of wonderful learning
over the last few weeks. I am so pleased to always see such
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Russell’s Y6

Tim &
Mary’s Y6

brilliant work from you and your consistent hard working
attitude. Keep up the good work!
SAMIRA- Wow, Samira! What a brilliant week you have had
with your remote learning. It has been fantastic to see you put
in every ounce of effort into working independently. You have
done some brilliant writing - especially your persuasive letter to
Sherlock Holmes - and you learnt all of your spellings as well.
Great work, Samira. Keep it up!
PIXIE- Pixie, throughout the week (indeed, since the beginning
of this term) you have fully engaged with our online learning.
You have followed our instructions carefully and submitted
excellent learning which is well presented. At the same time,
you have also taken part in our extra 'class challenge' this
week and baked a delicious-looking cake. A huge well done
to you Pixie - all of the Year 6 adults are really proud of you.

Children attending Zooms and submitting learning

Week 1 – 6th –
8th Jan
Zoom Seesa
w

Week 2 11th 14th Jan
Zoom Seesa
w

Week 3 18th21st Jan
Zoom Seesa
w

Week 4 – 25th28th
Zoom Seesa
w
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%
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8
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6
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%
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%
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Katie

65%

82.5
%
64.1
3%
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5%
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93.4
%

93.7
5%
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%
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%
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Daisy
Emma
France
sca
Becksy
Russell
Mary/Ti
m
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7%
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9%
71.4
3%
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%
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%
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%
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%
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%
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%

91.2
5%
94.4
%
86.6
%

Whilst there have been a few ‘dips’ in some year groups, overall attendance
at Zooms and taking part in learning remains good- but please do not let it
slip. Please keep submitting 3 pieces of quality learning each day.
If you are completing paper learning, please note that you should be
photographing it and email to the year group teachers’ email group
receptionteachers@apsafederation.com
y1teachers@apsafederation.com
y2teachers@apsafederation.com
y3teachers@apsafederation.com
y4teachers@apsafederation.com
y5teachers@apsafederation.com
y6teachers@apsafederation.com
The class with the highest percentage of participation in Zooms and in
submitting learning in each key stage will be able to vote for their chosen
prize (within reason!) on their return to school.
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Might Matt’ Daily Fitness Sessions
Normal service will resume next week!
Are you ready to Warm Up and Get
Fit? Join my Live Fitness Lockdown
Workout (3.0000000000) starting
daily at 1.45pm
Look forward to seeing you all!
Mighty Matt

Matt’s sessions have been pretty well attended but I am sure that there are
more of you who could join? If you are interested, here are the details:
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us04web.zoom.us/j/9580568894?pwd=VHgyVlpIMjRSYlBQVGNrUTZGRDl
SQT09
Matt is trying to achieve 100 participants in one Zoom. He has promised a
donation of £100 to Avondale Extra if we make it, so come on!!! We can do it!
Meeting ID: 958 056 8894
Passcode: 3svi1b
Thanks
Mighty Little Legs Matt
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Keeping safe
Keeping you and your family Covid-19 safe
Please remember that if any family member is displaying one of the three symptoms
of Covid-19 of a new, continuous cough, a temperature of 37.8 degrees Celsius or
above or a loss or change to your sense of smell or taste they should take a test

for Covid and family members in the same bubble should also stay at home until
the test result comes back. If the test is positive, family members need to selfisolate at home for 10 days.

High Levels of Coronavirus in our community
We have been advised by RBKC this week that there are high levels of
Coronavirus in our neighbourhood. This is being attributed to a number of
factors including residents not wearing face coverings in housing blocks,
people gathering in public spaces and not adhering to social distancing or
wearing a face mask in and around the Westway, Ladbroke Grove transport
hub and nearby supermarkets.
We have been asked to remind our community that we must remain vigilant
and take extra precautions. We are in a national lockdown so you must stay
at home unless essential. This means you can go out once a day for exercise,
for essential shopping, for medical appointments, if you are a key worker or if
you are bringing your child to school. Other than this, you should stay at
home.
Please do all that you can to keep you, your family and our community safe.
Concerns
We are fully aware that this is a difficult time for all families. If you feel that you
are particularly finding things difficult or would like any advice, please do
phone school and one of us will try to call you back. We may not have all the
answers but we will certainly try.
And finally…
Thank you again for your support during these difficult times. If you need to
contact us, please phone 02027 727 7727 or email info@apsafederation.com
Best wishes,

Katy Blackler
Katy Blackler
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A Pupil’s Guide to Online Classroom Etiquette
This is a virtual classroom: Appropriate behaviour is expected!
School Rules: School rules apply in the online classroom on Zoom and Seesaw.
Be Polite: Pupils must be polite when talking/typing on Seesaw and Zoom, remember that the
chat box on Zoom and Seesaw are public and a record of the chat can be kept and archived
by the teacher. So be sure to use appropriate language!!
Be on Time: You don’t want to miss out.
Work Space: Choose a workspace that is suitable for the online classroom e.g. kitchen/sitting
room
Dress Appropriately: Dress appropriately e.g. no pyjamas.
Raise Hand: If you would like to speak on Zoom use the “Raise hand” feature and unmute
your mic.
Respect: Be respectful online, remember your positive digital footprint!
Shhhhhhh: Mute your ‘mic’ when you are not talking and only turn it on when you are
asked to speak.
Focus: Keep focused on the class, try not to get distracted by other things around you. Have
a paper and pencil handy for you to take notes.
No Photos: Do not take photos or screenshots of others online.
Food/Drink: No food or drink during the online class.
Stay in Class: Remember to get the teacher’s or parent’s permission if you need to leave the
online classroom.
Enjoy it: Enjoy seeing your class and teacher and this new way of learning.

Investigation
Investigate what
happens to your body
when you exercise.
Measure your heart
rate before, during
and after exercise.
What do you notice?
1-minute challenge

How many
-sit-ups
-star jumps
-bunny hops
-press-ups

can you do in one
minute? Can you beat
your family? Keep trying
each day and see if
you’re getting faster!

Tea and Talk

Take some time to sit with
a family member and
have a chat. You could
use these conversation
starters to help.

How do you look after yourself?
How are you feeling?
What are you good at?
What are you scared of?
What are you most proud of?
What do you want to be when
you grow up?

Emotions mask

Choose an emotion. Design
a mask for that emotion by
drawing a picture of it. Use
colours, shapes and patterns
to show how you feel when
you experience that
emotion. Can you make
your mask?

Move it Monday
CHALLENGE

Keeping active is
important for our mental
health!
We are challenging you to
become a fitness instructor and
record your own workout video
for all the Avondale staff to
complete. You could choose
circuits, yoga, a dance routineanything that gets us moving!
Send your videos to your year group
email!

Talk about it Tuesday
CHALLENGE

Talking about our feelings
helps us to manage them.
How are you feeling today?
How have you been feeling
over the past few weeks?
Can you think of a way to
express these feelings?
Perhaps you could create a
drawing or painting, write a
diary entry or make up a song
or a poem.
If you wish, share your creation
with your family. If you feel
comfortable, you could share it
with your teacher too by
emailing them.

Mighty Matt

Take part in Mighty
Matt’s workout!

Go outdoors!

If you can, try and do
some exercise outside.
Perhaps a run, a cycle
or a scoot!

Strategies

What strategies do you
use if you aren’t feeling
good? Think about the
techniques that you have
learnt in MindUP at
school. Create a poster
for school suggesting
different ways that
people could improve
their mood!

How are you
feeling?

Draw what you think is
going on inside your
brain. What is happening
to your PFC, amygdala
and hippocampus? Can
you repeat this for
different feelings?

Art activities

Do some drawing, colouring,
collaging or painting! Here
are some ideas that we like:
Draw and explore different
lines and patterns.
Draw in a dark room.
Create a self-portrait of you
in the future.
Create a calming collage
using images you find
relaxing.

Music

Close your eyes and listen
to a song. What does it
make you think of? Either
draw a picture or write
about what the music
makes you think of and
how it makes you feel.

Gratitude chains

Take some time to think
about who/what you are
thankful for. Write or draw
each thing on a strip of
paper. Connect all your
strips of paper together to
make a paper chain.

Thankyou! Shukraan!
Gracias!

Find out the word for
thank you in lots of
different languages. Think
about your friends and
where they are from. Can
you say thank you in the
language of their home
country?

Wellbeing Wednesday
CHALLENGE

Eating well is
important for our wellbeing!
We are challenging you to make
(and then eat!) a healthy meal
or snack and send us a photo.
It could be rainbow fruit skewers,
a delicious sandwich, a meal
that contains ingredients from
each food group (fruit and
vegetables, carbohydrates,
dairy, fats/oils and protein)- the
choice is yours!
Send photos of your food or your own
recipes to your year group email.

Thankful Thursday
CHALLENGE

Did you know
that focusing on what we
are grateful for makes us feel
comforted and uplifted?
We are challenging you to
show your appreciation to
someone by making them a
thank you card or gift. It could
be key workers for everything
that they are doing, your
families for looking after you or
maybe your friends for staying
home and saving lives!
Send a photo of your card/gift to
your year group email.

Mindfulness

Complete some of the
activities on the ‘flow’
section of GoNoodle.
https://family.gonoodle.com/channels/flow

Relax, think positive
and flow with these
mindfulness exercises.

MindUP

Complete some of the
MindUP resources from
the school website.
https://apsafederation.com/cMindUp.html

Don’t forget to do The
Core Practice too!

Gratitude plant

Create or draw your
own tree or flower. On
each leaf, write the
name of somebody
you are thankful for.

Gratitude stones

Collect smooth, small
stones (you could use
similar objects from your
home) and call them
gratitude stones. When
you need a boost, hold
a stone in your hand,
breathe deeply and
think of a happy
memory.

What makes you feel
good?
Spend some time doing
whatever makes YOU
happy! It could be going
for a walk, playing a
computer game, calling
a friend, singing a song,
art- the choice is yours!

Spa day

Have a pretend trip to the
spa! Paint your nails, ask a
family member for a
massage, sit in your
dressing gown and read a
book!

Feel good Friday
CHALLENGE

Games

Remember we
can train our brains to think
positive thoughts. Try and
choose to feel good today!
Happy Friday everyone!

Play any board/card
games that you have
in your home. Can
you invent your own?

If you are feeling good, try and
share this optimism with others.
We are challenging you to
create a poster or collage,
perhaps with inspirational quotes
and pictures that we can share
with others to make them feel
good too!
Send a copy of your poster to your year
group email.

Disco time!

Get your party clothes
on, play your favourite
songs and dance,
dance, dance! Play
some party games like
musical statues. Can
you make up your own
dance routine too?

